
LONE STAR HARBOR SAFETY COMMITTEE 
WATERWAYS UTILIZATION SUBCOMMITTEE 

 
MINUTES – 20 APRIL 2012 

ATTENDEES: 
Attendee Representing Email 

Adib Nasir Oiltanking North America, LLC adib.nasir@oiltanking.com 
Alfred Albert Coast Guard MSU Texas City alfred.k.albert@uscg.mil 

Bill Hennessey ExxonMobil Baytown william.s.hennessey@exxonmobil.com 

Bob Lain Moran-Gulf Shipping Agencies blain@moranshipping.com 

Capt. David A. Foret the ACTion group companies davidf@ag-companies.com 

Capt. George M. Pontikos Odfjell USA (Houston) Inc. george.pontikos@odfjell.com 

Capt. Richard Russell AET Inc rrussell@aet-tankers.com 

Capt. Robert Thompson Houston Pilots po@houston-pilots.com 

Capt. Steve Huttman G & H Towing Company shuttman@gandhtowing.com 

Capt. Steven Nerheim VTS Houston steven.w.nerheim@uscg.mil 

Capt. Tom Hudson Mitsui Tom.hudson@mol-bulk.com 
ENS Kris Kidd USCG MSU Texas City kristopher.m.kidd@uscg.mil 

Mehdi Hejazi Norton Lilly mhejazi@nortonlilly.com 
Gregory Vawter CBP GREGORY.R.VAWTER@DHS.GOV 
Brittany Riordan G & H Towing Company briordan@gandhtowing.com 

J.J. Plunkett Houston Pilots jplunkett@houston-pilots.com 

Jim Andrews G & H Towing Company jandrews@gandhtowing.com 

Joey King Intergulf Corp jking@intergulfcorp.com 

Jonathan Ashley Intergulf Corp jashley@intergulfcorp.com 

Jonathan Bowers Intergulf Corp jbowers@intergulfcorp.com 
John Salvesen Odfjell USA (Houston) Inc. john.salvesen@odfjell.com 

LCDR N. John Pail USCG Sector H-G norbert.j.pail@uscg.mil 

Leslie Fleming Luczkowski CBP leslie.fleming@dhs.gov 

Niels Lyngso WGMA nlyngso@wgma.org 

Philip Kropf Recreational Boater Rep to PCT pkropf@flash.net 

Andrew Black Moran Shipping ablack@moranshipping.com 
Steven Odair Intergulf Corp sodair@intergulfcorp.com 

Unni Menon Shell Trading Co unni.menon@shell.com 

Warner Welsh VTS Houston richard.w.welsh@uscg.mil 

Robert Lewis Orion rlewis@orionconstruction.net 

Chris Ransome CRA cransome@crahouston.com 
Kristofer J. Schröder Schröder Marine Service Kristopher.schroder@schrodermarine.net 
Naval Aranke Executive Ship Management aranke@executiveship.com 

SUMMARY: 

DISCUSSED THE FOLLOWING OLD BUSINESS: ANCHORAGE/LAYBERTH, FLEETING & BAYPORT 

BASIN, BOLIVAR FERRY LANDING, ATON.  DISCUSSED THE FOLLOWING NEW BUSINESS: 
MARPOL DISPOSALS, OFFSHORE SECURITY BOARDINGS, CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE, 
DREDGING, SPOILS (SUBMERGED MARSH), AND MARINE SALVAGE ENDPOINTS.  MONITORING 

LOW SULFUR FUEL RESTRICTIONS, BOLIVAR FERRY GROIN, SECURITY BOARDING PROCESS,  

ELECTED: JIM ANDREWS, CHAIR. 

CREATED:  ANCHORAGE/LAY-BERTH WORKING GROUP (JOEY KING) 
 COC WORKING GROUP (BOB LAIN, JOHN PAIL, NIELS LYNGSO) 
 MARINE SALVAGE ENDPOINT WORKING GROUP (JOHN SALVESEN, JIM ANDREWS) 

SCHEDULED NEXT MEETING: 15 JUNE 2012, WGMA HQ, 11:30 AM 

DETAILED MINUTES 
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Meeting opened with a statement that this new subcommittee was called to order with 
the purposes of carrying on the good work done by a similar body for HOGANSAC.  
Acnknowledged that while HOGANSAC is inactive, the issues raised by the 
subcommittee were then, and are still, relevant and important. 

Next order of business was to elect a chairman.  Steve Huttman, chairman for 
HOGANSAC’s Utilization Subcommittee was nominated.  Capt Huttman gratefully 
acknowledged the sentiment of confidence, however declined the nomination on 
account of other pressing work, notably for TSAC, which had just met a few weeks ago.  
Niels Lyngso nominated Jim Andrews, G&H Towing, seconded by Phil Kropf.  
Voice vote carried with no objections. 

Started with a review of the actions from the last Subcommittee meeting from 
HOGANSAC (Sep 2011).  These involved the following concerns: 

1. Use & Availability of Bolivar Roads Anchorages 
Discussions determined that use and availability of Anchorages and lay berths is still 
a vital concern for many at the table.  Mehdi Hedjazi noted that the upcoming 
regulation for low sulfur fuel on 1 aug, and the supply/demand dynamics associated 
with international voyages is going to create a spike in activity/demand for 
anchorages and may result in saturation of the available options.  George Pontikos 
called for a need to create new anchorages inside the jetties, perhaps investigating 
the quarantine areas or south of bolivar roads channel…plenty deep enough.  Tom 
Hudson noted that even with new anchorages, we still need places for minor ship 
repairs, a “convenience store” analogy was used, and that not only is space an 
issue, but availability of laborers, and ease of transfer (garbage, slops, marpol).  
Another concern mentioned was not having the option for divers if necessary.  Steve 
Nerheim noted that supply of laborers will be a continual problem, that the port of 
Houston has found the provision of lay berths an expensive proposition.  And it goes 
beyond just having a place, lay-berth shouldn’t be a term, it should be a state of 
mind.  Can a ship get everything it needs done at its onload/offload facility?  If not, 
can we expand to working berths separate from onload/offload berths.  And will the 
COTP allow more frequent dead-ship moves if this comes to pass?  It does become 
an owner-agent problem that facilities may need to solve.  John Pail and Tom 
Hudson discussed the overlap in purpose for the AMSC Facilities Subcommittee and 
it was noted that this is different from facility security?  Steve Nerheim countered that 
it may be moot if the ship captain refuses to agree to a dead-ship move.  We 
established that it is a multi-faceted issue with a number of parties – any of whom 
can hit the brakes on progress.  Determined that a Work-group to study and 
make recommendations on anchorages/layberths was needed.  Joey King 
accepted the request to head up the workgroup.  Motioned/Seconded/Voted 
Approval - no objections.  VTS will remain involved and both Steve Nerheim and 
Warner Welsh reminded the group about the VTS outreach tools and mechanisms.  



Encouraged all to verify they are receiving the products.  Bob Lain mentioned an 
issue with Certificates of Compliance that was parking-lotted to new business. 
 
2. Bayport Basin: Issue is use of north bank for barge fleeting 
The group noted that this is worthy of continued monitoring and observation but 
doesn’t seem to be pressing as before. 
 
3. Ferry Landings at Bolivar 
Good coordination between Pilots, Ferry system and VTS has been very helpful for 
this issue.  Group will continue to monitor, particularly whether state will install a 
stone groin at the Bolivar Peninsula side as has been recommended.  All were 
hopeful this project would occur – will continue to monitor for now. 
 
4. AtoN  
Philip Kropf noted that he has been aggressive in advocating for AtoN in the bay, 
working with the Coast Guard to ensure the needs and hopes of the recreational 
boater are heard.  Agreed that cost is a driver that will continue to result in few aids 
but felt that the compromises that have been struck have been positive for everyone.  
He noted that there was one section ivo Peninsula where aids have become 
privately maintained, and was tracking an emerging issue that he wanted to hold for 
new business. 
 

New Business: There were a number of emerging items presented for the group’s 
discussion. 
 

1. MARPOL Disposals. 
Niels Lyngso noted that recent IMO changes with respect to garbage, cargo residue 
and galley-wastes disposals at sea have created a severe burden for shippers 
because the market for the expanded waste stream removal has not yet stepped 
into the void.  The Port needs to get in front of this as it will affect the reputation of 
Texas ports – there currently exists a perception that terminals are not making it 
easy for ships to offload international MARPOL waste…particularly where trucks are 
needed.  Leslie Luzkowski noted that there are several clear requirements in place, 
such as fumigation of wood products for pest control, waste must be cut to small 
pieces and incineration of waste is required.  John Salvesen noted that CDR Rob 
Smith, while Sector Prevention, was able to solve a vast number of problems by 
getting the word out on expectations and facilities/shippers working together.  This is 
now a cost issue more than anything else.  But cost is a significant driver for any 
company.  George Pontikos noted that slops continue to be an issue, and that IMO 
is constantly pointing a finger at the US on MARPOL.  John Pail advocated the use 
of the IMO complaint form (available at 



https://www.evernote.com/pub/jaseand/LSHSC_Utilization ) and that the CG is 
aggressive about both following up, and maintaining anonymity of complainant.   
 
2. Offshore Security Boardings, Port Efficiency and Certificates of Compliance 
Niels Lyngso and Bob Lain stated that the process of assuring security and 
readiness to enter port is creating port inefficiencies and hampering the economy of 
the port.  The issues of delaying a ship ready to land its cargo stem from many 
causes, some related to weather, some to availability of resources (CG and CPB 
boarding officers and/or boats), some to unwillingness of facilities to allow boardings 
at the dock.  All agreed that the process has received attention in the past, and 
bears continued scrutiny.  Recommend a working group on COC process to 
research how pervasive the delays from boardings are, what can be done to 
optimize the process, research the tie-in with anchorage availabilities (see above), 
facilities/agents dialogue.  Warner Welsh highlighted the importance of the PCT in 
helping with communication and expectation management.  Leslie Luzkowski and 
Greg Vawter noted that CPB is researching new boarding policies as well.  Bob 
Lain and John Pail agreed to coordinate the COC working group, and Niels 
Lyngso agreed to help as well.  Moved/Seconded/Voted Approval, no 
objections. 
 
3. Dredging Notification: 
Bob Lain asserted there is a need to get faster notification to port users on plans for 
dredging and waterways closures.  Steve Nerheim asked how much notification they 
need, and it was stated 4 days lead time and 12-20 hr heads-up on closure.  Steve 
Nerheim stated that this is the current standard and that VTS is adhering to that 
standard.  The group agreed that this was a communication issue and the 
notification mechanisms developed by VTS to spread the word on dredging were 
enumerated.  Advisements on how to ensure the info was getting from VTS to the 
waterways users was discussed and this issue was resolved. 
 
4. AtoN and Dredging: 
Philip Kropf revealed a dredger’s proposal to POHA to create what it calls a “new 
beneficial use submerged marsh concept” which is basically a submerged spoil area 
on the west side of the channel, with an underwater perimeter berm of some 440 
acres 3’ below MLLW in close proximity to the Bayport Channel and Houston Yacht 
club.  Philip had a number of questions about if it was going to happen, when it 
would happen, if consideration for recreational boaters would be included in the 
plans, and how/if it would be marked and lighted.  All agreed it was worthy of 
continued tracking and attention.  (documents available at 
https://www.evernote.com/pub/jaseand/LSHSC_Utilization ) 
 
5. Salvage and Marine Firefighting Endpoints. 
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John Salvesen brought the issue of Salvage and Vessel Response Plan action 
“endpoints” to light.  33 CFR 155 requires subject vessels to have identified 
contractors for each service and in each COTP zone of operation, and established 
mandatory notification and response timelines that must be satisfied in the event of 
particular marine casualties.  The problem comes from incidents such as loss of 
power/maneuverability or soft grounding where either a waiver is required for every 
event or the company will get double-billed, once for harbor assist contract, and 
once for salvor-contract due to notification mandate.  This seemed to be a situation 
where there was extreme definition in certain parts of the code and insufficient 
definition in others, putting the onus on shippers to figure out or go at risk.  
Determined to stand up a third-work group to consider all aspects and make 
recommendations to the Subcommittee and Executive Committee as 
appropriate.  Jim Andrews and John Salvesen to work with Steve Nerheim on 
framing the discussion.  Motioned/Seconded/Voted Approval - no objections. 
 
6. Subcommittee Charter. 
Steve Nerheim acknowledged the submission of a draft subcommittee charter and 
recommended against creating additional strictures where none are intended or 
required.  Rather than create unnecessary challenges, he recommended dispensing 
with a subcommittee charter altogether and just work under the revitalized mission 
and vision statements developed for the HOGANSAC Subcommittee.  Jim Andrews 
agreed to send those back around and was content to let the draft subcommittee 
charter proposal dissolve without action. 
 
Proposed Mission Statement: 

The Waterways Utilization Subcommittee of the Lone Star Harbor Safety Committee 
(LSHSC) is dedicated to enhancing navigational safety and port security while 
effectively facilitating commerce within the ports of Houston, Texas City, Galveston 
and Freeport.  The subcommittee’s effort shall focus on supporting and monitoring the 
compliance with all current regulations associated with the safety of the seafarers, 
ships and environment.  In doing so, the following fundamental principles will serve as 
a guide: 

•  Improve safety and security aboard vessels and the facilities the vessels call 
upon, without adversely impacting the commercial viability of the port complex. 

•  Develop cooperation and partnerships among Pilots, seafarers, ship owners, 
charterers, terminal operators and ship agents to maximize safety and security 
onboard vessels and the waterways. 

•  Implement a safety culture that reflects utmost concern for the Safety of 
Seafarers, Ships, Cargo and the environment. 

 
Proposed Vision Statement: 

Zero Fatalities – Zero Accidents – Zero Pollution in our Waterways 
 

Proposed meeting, 15 June, 11:30 am at WGMA.   
Motioned/Seconded/Voted Approval - no objections to adjourn at 13:55. 


